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Bestreviewapp Website Brings App Developers and Reviewers Together
Published on 03/22/16
Wudi360 announces Bestreviewapp, their web-based review platform for mobile and Mac OS X
app developers and users. The website offers developers the opportunity to receive
reliable reviews for their apps, while app users can earn money by providing honest and
reliable reviews for the developers' apps. Bestreviewapp has been supplying this review
service for iOS, Mac, and Android developers for over three years, and continues to work
to improve their easy-to-use service.
Chengdu, China - Wudi360 is proud to announce Bestreviewapp, their web-based review
platform that works to put mobile and Mac OS X app developers and users together. The
website offers developers the opportunity to receive real, honest, and reliable reviews
for their apps. Meanwhile, app users can earn money by providing their honest and open
reviews for the developers' apps. Bestreviewapp has been supplying review services for
iOS, Mac, and Android developers for over three years, and the site continues to grow by
offering an easy, reliable method for reviewers to promote their apps via honest reviews.
App developers who wish to receive reviews of their apps need follow just a few simple
steps to submit their apps for review. Developers simply enter their email address, enter
a link to their app, select the number of reviews they wish to buy, and which countries
they want to be reviewed in. Bestreviewapp then goes to work to find the best reviewers
for the app. Reviewers used by the service are real users, who are located all over the
world. So no matter which countries developers need reviews in, chances are great that the
service will be able to accommodate them.
App users who wish to become reviewers also follow a few simple steps. First, search all
of the available categories to find an app that sounds interesting. Next, download the
app, and experience it as fully as possible. Reviewers have 24 hours after claiming an app
for review to write a completely objective and honest review. If the review isn't
submitted within 24 hours, the app is reassigned to another reviewer. For every verified
review a reviewer completes, they'll receive a prompt payout to their PayPal account.
"App reviews are a very important part of the app promotion process," says Moira Yao,
marketing manager for Bestreviewapp. "Our service insures developers can quickly obtain
the honest reviews they require to promote their apps in a quick and efficient manner. For
reviewers, the service gives them an opportunity to hone their app reviewing skills, while
making always welcome extra income."
Bestreviewapp's system ensures prompt, honest reviews for developers, lending their apps
much needed exposure via reviews, which are vital for increased app sales and rankings.
Reviewers benefit from the service as an easy way to experience apps, hone their review
skills, and make some extra money, all while enjoying themselves as they explore their new
apps.
Pricing and Availability:
Bestreviewapp is available in a number of countries, and charges $2.99 USD per iOS app
review in the United States and China, or $3.99 USD per review in the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, Denmark, Japan, Taiwan, and France. Mac app reviews are $2.99 USD per
review in the U.S., or $3.99 per review in United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Denmark,
Japan, and France. Android reviews are priced at $2.99 USD for all countries. Discounts
are offered for multiple iOS and Mac app review orders. 50 or more reviews receive a 10%
discount, while 100 or more reviews receive a 30% discount.
Bestreviewapp:
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http://www.bestreviewapp.com/
How Does our System Work?:
http://www.bestreviewapp.com/email/how_dose_our.php
Successful Case Study:
http://www.bestreviewapp.com/email/suceessful_cases.html
Pricing:
http://www.bestreviewapp.com/email/price_and_cost.html
Get Started:
http://www.bestreviewapp.com/regist.php?s-from=insite
App Store Optimization Service:
http://www.trymyapps.com

Bestreviewapp provides app promotion services for developers of iOS, Mac and Android apps.
It's difficult for indie developers to get more attention for their apps. Bestreviewapp's
mission is to help developers promote their apps in the App Store. Developers get reliable
reviews and ratings from real users for their apps, offering increased exposure and
improved search ranking for their apps. More app promotion services will be launched in
the future, so stay tuned! All Material and Software Copyright (C) 2015 Bestreviewapp.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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